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To increase retrieval query processing efficiency, views are sometimes materialized in
database systems. Since materialized views have to be consistent with their original data,
they are updated according to updates of the original data. Materialized view update, how-
ever, becomes complicated when the view definition includes projection because one view
data corresponds to several original data. This paper shows how to reduce the intermediate
results to increase query processing efficiency when a materialized view defined with projec-
tion is updated. We need three steps to update materialized views, to get which view data
corresponds with the updated original data, to check whether it indeed have to be updated,
and to update the view data. The algorithms proposed in this paper reduce the intermediate
results by applying the second step as early as possible during the first step, as well as allow
to finish the second step in an early stage or the first step. The paper also gives algorithms
for multiple updates.
1 Introduction
In data.base systems, query processing performance is one of the most important aspects of
database efficiency. To increase query processing efficiency, query optimization methods reduce
the amount of data to be processed by redncing intermediate results. It is particularly important
to reduce intermediate results in distributed environment such as workstations connected by
networks because commnnication costs depend on the intermediate results. In this paper we
discuss how to reduce intermediate results to update materialized views incrementally.
Data in a database consists of original data and view definitions on the data which are used to
realize user friendly interface. In order to improve retrieval query processing efficiency, views are
sometimes materialized or cached to eliminate the view construction process. Materialized views
are copies of data derived from original data. Derived data and materialized views are used ex-
tensively in object-oriented database systems that support engineering or software environments
[7] [8]. These databases consist of original data and materialized views. The same concept also
appears in view cache [14] and warehousing environment [17].
When original data is updated, the materialized views may also be required to change to keep
database consistency. Since it costs a great deal to rebuild the materialized views, incremental
re-computation methods are proposed for relational databases [16]. One of the performance
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problems occurs when views are updated. There are several approaches: immediate updates. [3]
[6J, deferred updates [5J [15], and periodically or on-demand updates [IJ [11]. These methods
are based on relational expressions showing which tuples are inserted to or deleted from the
materialized views.
Materialized view updates become complicated when the view expressions contain projection
[2] [3] [4J. Suppose that a tuple is inserted to or deleted from a base relation, original data in a
relational database. In general, the corresponding tuples of view relations are inserted or deleted
according to the update of the base relation. There can be, however, view relations which do
not change because the view tuples may be generated by other tuple connections rather than
the connections including the updated tuple. If a view tuple is derived from other tuples than
the updated tuple t of the base relation, the materialized view relation does not change when
t is updated. Methods to maintain materialized views with projection in their definitions are
proposed as counting algorithms [3] [4J and super-key approach [9J [10J.
Let base relations be RI. R2 , and R3 as shown in Fig. 1 (a). If view relation V is defined
as projection on ACE of these relations' join R1 * R2 * R3 , V is the relation shown in Fig. 1
(b). Some tuples of V are produced by several tuples of R1 * R2 * R3, for example (u2,c2,e2)
by (a2,b2,c2,d2,e2), (a2,b3,c2,d2,e2)' and (a2,b4,c2,d2,e2). This fact causes a problem when a
base relation is updated. When tuple (a2,b2) of R1 is deleted, only (a2,b2,c2,d2,e2) disappears
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Figure 1: Base relations and a view
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We need the following three steps to update materialized views incrementally when a base
relation is updated.
1. Get new generated or disappeared tuple connections in base relations.
2. Check whether there are other tuple connections producing the same view tuples as the
view tuples of the tuple connections in Step 1.
3. Update the view if Step 2 is false.
This paper gives algorithms to get the tuples actually inserted into or deleted from the mate-
rialized views whose view expressions include projection. We discuss such problem with relational
databases, where the original data is base relations and views are defined by relational expressions
on the base relations. The algorithms are based on combining Steps 1 and 2. For example, when
the deleted tuple (u2,b2) of R 1 is joined with tuple (b2,C2' d2) of R2 in Step 1, we can find that the
tuples in V derived from (a2,b2,c2,d2) are also derived from other tuples such as (u2,b3,C2,d2),
which still exists after the deletion. There are cases in which Step 2 finishes in an early stage of
Step 1, that is, the problem caused by projection disappears when the algorithms are used.
The counting algorithms stores the multiplicity of tuple duplicates [3] [4J. In the algorithms,
Step 1 counts how many times view tuples derived from the deleted tuple, and subtracts the
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number from the multiplicity. In Step 2, it is checked whether the stored number is zero or not.
If the multiplicity of a view tuple is zero, the tuple is deleted. While the counting algorithms
always count the multiplicity of the view tuples derived from a modified tuple, the reducing
algorithms proposed in this paper can finish the view update at the time that it is found that
the multiplicity of view tuples does not become zero.
The reducing algorithms have the following advantages.
• Algorithm independence: Each algorithm is independent of the others. We can adopt an
arbitrary combination of the algorithms at each join independently. Also the algorithms
are independent from classical query optimization methods such as selection and projection
as early as possible, and we can hence combine both of the reducing algorithms and the
query optimization methods together.
• Data model independence: Although this paper adopts the relational data model for the
discussion, the algorithms can be used in other data models such as object-oriented data
model.
• Access independence: Each base relation is accessed only once independently. The algo-
rithms consequently do not require any extra costs even if they are used in autonomous
distributed databases such as multidatabases.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives basic concepts for this paper and shows a
simple algorithm to update a materialized view incrementally, which is the base of the reducing
algorithms proposed in this paper. In Section 3, basic ideas to reduce intermediate results are
shown for deletion of a tuple, which are put together into one algorithm REDUCE. In Section
4, desirable properties of the reducing algorithms are discussed and classical query optimization
methods are applied to the algorithms. Insertion of a tuple is discussed in Section 5. It is shown
that every algorithm for deletion of a tuple given in Section 3 also works for insertion of a tuple.
Section 6 gives algorithms for multiple updates which reflects several insertion and deletion of
tuples to a materialized view in a time. Section 7 is the conclusions.
2 Incremental Approach to Updating Materialized View
A relation R(X) is a set of tuples on attributes X. (JcR, 'Try R, and R I *R2 denotes selections of R
by condition C, projection of R on attributes Y(Y <;;;;. X), and join of RI and R2 , respectively. If
C is a set of conditions, the selection condition is conjunction of the elements of C, CI AC2A·· ·Acm
for C = {CI l C2, ..• ,cm }. Although join is assumed to he natural join for simplicity in this paper,
it can be easily extended to 8-join with a slight modification. t[Y] is the Y value of tuple t.
A database is (R, V), where R is a set of relations {RI , R2 , •.• ,Rn} and V is a set of mate-
rialized view relations {VI, V2, .. ', v,n}. Each view relation Vi(Xvj) is defined as li(R;), where
Ii is a relational expression on a subset Ri of R. View Vi is consistent if 11; = h(R;). Database
(R, V) is consistent if all views of V are consistent. If we can treat each materialized view in-
dividually, Ri, Vi, and Ii are denoted by R, V, and I, respectively, in the rest of tIllS paper.
V is defined as selection by condition C and projection on Xv of RI '" R2 * ... * Hn , that is
f(R) = (JC7rXvRI *R2* ... *Rn.
There are three types of updates, deletion of a tuple t from a relation 14, insertion of a tuple t
to a relation ~,andmodification of values of a tuple t in a relation Ri. First, we discuss deletion
of a tuple. Insertion of a tuple is handled as the same way as shown in Section 5. Modification of
values of a tuple from tt to t 2 is treated as deletion of t l and insertion of t2 as shown in Section
6.
If a relation ~ is updated, the update have to be reflected to V to keep the database con-
sistency. Since join operations are commutative, we assume HI is the relation to be updated
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without a loss of generality. For a tuple t (or a set of tuple S) of R I , we say a tuple tv of V is
derived from t (S) jf tv is in f({{t}, R,,···, R,,}) (j({S,R,,···, Rn }), respectively). Suppose a
tuple t is deleted from Rt. Some of the tuples derived from t may not be deleted from V because
there may be the same tuples as the tuples derived from t in the tuples derived from RI - {t}.
The tuples derived from t are the candidates to be deleted from the view relation and the tuples
derived from R I - {t} still exist after the deletion of t.
Definition 1 Let a tuple t be deleted from RI . The candidate relation and the existing re-
lation of the npdate for view V = f(R) is Vc = f({{t},R,,···,R,,}) and VE = f({R, -
{t},R2 ,··· ,Rn }), respectively. Va is the set of tuples of V which are derived from t and Vg is
the set of tuples of V which are derived from R I - {t}. 0
Note that VB is the same view relation as the resulting view relation VR of the deletion of t
from R I because R I becomes RI - {t} after the deletion. V, VR, Va, and VB have the property
as shown in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1 Let V be a view relation defined by feR) = oC'ITxv(R1 *R2 *... *Rn) and t be
a tuple deleted from R I . The resulting view relation VR of the deletion is V - (Ve - VB)' 0
Proof: Suppose tv is a tuple of V - Ve. There must be a tuple of RI other than t which derives
tv because Ve is a set of tuples derived from t; tv is derived from R - {t}, that is tv EVE. Thus
V - Va ~ VB· Since V - (Ve - VE) = (V - Va) U VB and V - Va ~ VE, V - (Va - VB) is equal
to VB, which is the same relation as VR. Q.E.D.
While Ve is the relation of candidate tuples to be deleted from V, VB may include some tuples
of Ve. If Va n VE i- 0, there is at least one tuple of R I other than t which derives tuples in Ve.
Proposition 1 shows that only the tuples in Ve - VB are deleted from V. If a view expression
does not include projection, Ve n VB is the empty set. We can get VR by deleting Va from V in
this case.
Definition 2 Let a tuple t be deleted from R]. The target relation of the update is VT = Va - VE
and the failure relation of the update is Vp = Ve n VB. 0
The target relation is the difference between V and VR , which is the relation of the tuples
deleted from the view V. The failure relation is the relation of the tuples which are derived from
t but not deleted from the view V because they are also derived from other tuples of R I than t.
Fig. 2 shows the relationship among these relations.
Example 1 Suppose tuple (a2,b2) is deleted from Rl in the database shown in Fig. 1. The
tuples of V derived from (a2,b2) may have to be deleted. Va in Fig. 3 is the relation of such
candidate tuples, the candidate relation. There are, however, tuples of RI other than (a2, b2)
which derive some of the tuples of Ve. VB in Fig. 3 is the existing relation whose tuples are
derived from R I - {(a2,b2)}, the resulting relation VR of the deletion in this example. Since
(a2,c21e2) and (Ct2,c2,e4) of Va are also tuples of VE, only (u2,c2,ed, the tuple of the target
relation VT, is deleted from V. 0
We could get VT by difference between Ve and VE according to the definition of VT. It is not,
however, a good method because we have to rebuild the resulting view relation VR as VE. We do
not have to get the exact Ve and VE to get VT.
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Figure 3: Delete tuple (az, b2) from V
Proposition 2 Let Vb and VE be such relations that VT ~ Vb ~ Va and VF ~ VE ~ VE,
respectively. Then Va - VB is the target relation VT _ 0
P1'OO!: Vo- VE ;2 Va - VB because Va .2 Va and Vk ~ VE· Since VT is Va - VE, VeS - VEis a
superset of Vr. Then we get the clifference of (Ve-Vk) and Vr, (Vb - VB) - VT = (Vb - VT)- VE.
Vb <; Vo and VT':: Va - VB show that Vb - VT is a subset of Va n VE, which is equal to VF.
That is (Ve- VT) - Vk ~ VF - VE· Vp - VEis empty because Vk is a superset of Vp. Thus
Va - VEis a subset of Vr_Vb - VE= VT because Vo - VE.2 VT and Vo - VE~ Vr _ Figure 4
illustrates this proof. Q.E.D.
The reducing algorithms given in this paper are based on Proposition 2. The algorithms show
how to reduce Va and VE·
In Fig. 3 the tuples in VR(= VE) derived from (alibI) of R I , (al,cI,eI) and (Ul,CI,e4) are
not in Vc because the value of attribute A, which is one of the attributes of the view relation, is
different from (U2, b2). Such tuples can be reduced as algorithm NAIVE when VEis generated.
Algorithm 1 NAIVE
Let a view be V(Xv) = f(R), t be a tuple of RI , and YI be Xl n Xv.
i. VJ = it}, V,l =uy,=tIY,J(R,- it})
2. For i = 2 to n, vj = V~-I *14, vi; = V~-l *14
3. VT = (J'C'1rXv Vo- (J'C'1rXv VE o
Theorem 1 The resulting relation VT of algorithm NAIVE is the target relation of the update









Figure 4: Property of the target relation
Proof: aC1rXv Vo is the candidate relation Va because Va is it} * Rz * ... * Rn. crC7rXvvg ::::
crCll'Xv (crY1=t[YII(Rl -{t} )*Rz *" ·*Rn) = aYl=t[YI](OCll"Xv(Rt-{t} )*R2*' . ·*Rn ) = UY1=t[Yd VB ~
VE · Every Y1 values of tuples ofVe is t[Yi] because Vo :::: OCll'Xv( {t}*R2*" ·*Rn ). Since Vp ~ Ve ,
Y1 values of tuples of VF is also t{Y1]. Vp ~ aC1fxvVi because aC7rxvVi = aYl=I[YdVE and
V p ~ VE_ Thus Vp ~ 1l"Xv VB ~ VE. Proposition 2 shows such relation VT = aClrxv Va -1l"Xv Vi
is the target relation. Q.E.D.
Example 2
NAIVE.
Fig. 5 shows the process to generate Vb = 'lrAGSVJ and VE= '1rAGEV,J by algorithm
o
V,'C A B C D., b, c, dl
", b, c, d,
v,3
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Figure 5: Delete tuple (az,bz ) from RI with algorithm NAIVE
Let N1 be the number of tuples of R1 and nl be the number of such tuples of R1 that agree
with t on Yi, Intermediate results of NAIVE is about nl/N1 as comparing with rebuilding the
view because the size of VJ UVlis nl/N1 of R1 - {t}. NAIVE shows that incrementally updating
a materialized view is much more efficient than rebuilding the view even if the view definition
includes projection.
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Figure 6: Delete tuple (a2,b2) from R1 with algorithm RIE
3 Reducing the Intermediate Relations
We do not have to create VB and Vo to get VT. It is enough to get Vk and Vb such that
VF ~ VE ~ VB and VT ~ Vo~ Ve, respectively, as shown in Proposition 2. In this section,
basic ideas to reduce VB and Vo are shown as algorithms, and they are put together to algorithm
REDUCE. Although we can apply some selection and projection of the view definition durlng
the early stage of the joins, the selection and the projection are applied after the joins in this
section for the simplicity. Such optimization is discussed in Sectlon 4.
In Step 2 of algorithm NAIVE, we can reduce VJ;; because there are cases in which some tuples
in Vi: that do not agree with tuples in VJ on the attributes in Xv do not derive any tuples in VF.
For example (a2, b4, C3, d3) of Vi does not derive the tuples in 1fXyVi that intersect with tuples
in 1fACEVg in Fig. 5. RIE is the algorithm to reduce such tuples in the same way as NAIVE
reduces Vl;.
Algorithm 2 RIE (Reducing Intermediate results of the Existing relation)
Let a view V(Xv) be defined by f(R), t be a tuple of Ht , and Yi be U~=:tXi nXv.
1. 11.6 = (t}, 11.,\ = uY,='IY,j(R, - (t})
2 F . 2 t u; U;-, D u; (11.;-' R).ort= on,yc=Yc * ..."",I'E=O"Yi€:rYiVh E * i
3. VT = O"c1fxv Vo- O"c1fxv VE 0
Lemma 1 The resulting relation VT of algorithm RIE is the target relation of the update which
deletes t from Rl. 0




Fig. 6 shows the process to generate Va = 1fACEVg and VE= 1fACEVi by algorithm
o
There exist tuples with the same Y2 value (U2, C2) in VJ and VJ in Fig. 5. Since the tuples
derived from (a2,b2,c2,dz ) of VJ and (UZ,b3I CZ,d2) of Vi are the same tuples (aZ,c2,c2) and
(a2, C2, e4) of Vc and VE, we can get VT = O"c'1rXyvg - O"C'1rXv Vi even if (az, bz, Cz, dz) is deleted
from VJ.
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Although the AC value of (az,bz,cz,dl ) of Vt is also (az,cz), it cannot be deleted. It has
the different value d1 from the D value of the tuples of Vi which have (az, cz) on AG. Since
(az, bz,cz, dt} is joined with different tuples of Ra, the tuples derived from (az, bz, cz, dz) may not
derived from (az,ba,cz,dz) or (az,b4 ,cz,dz).
Note that this reduction cannot be applied to Vki we cannot delete (az, ba,Cz, dz) from Vl be-
cause it may produce the same tuples as tuples produced by other tuples ofVJ than (az, bz, ez, dz),
(az, Cz, f4) in this example.
When the view definition has selection, we have to consider another problem. Suppose a tuple
t~ of V~ agrees with a tuple tk of V); on the attributes in X V and on the join attributes of later
joins. t~ is still a candidate if tk does not derive any tuple of VE satisfying the selection. For
example, if the view definition of the running example has selection B = bz, (az, hz, Cz, dz) of VJ
is still a candidate because (az, ba,cz, dz) of Vl does not derive any tuple of the view relation.
Thus tb must agree with tk on the attributes which appear in selection condition, too, if we
delete t~ from V~.
Algorithm RIC shows this reduction of the intermediate relations. Let J(R;, Rj) be the join
attributes of the join R; * Rj. H It; or Rj is not defined, J is the empty set. Let attr(c) be the
set of attributes which appear in selection condition c, and attr(C) be U~Ecattr(c) for a set of
selection conditions C.
Algorithm 3 RIC (Reducing Intermediate results of the Candidate relation)
Let a view V(Xv) be defined by feR), t be a tuple of Rl, Yi be U}=lX, n Xv, and Z; be
Yi U Uk=J(Rk, Rk+d u attr(C).
1. V6 = {'l, Vi = uy,='[y,j(R, - {'l)
2 F . 2 t ,,' V'-' II.; v.' (v.'-1 II.;). ort= on,vE= E * " C=O"Z;!l1rz
j
v;; C * .
3. VT = O"c1rxv Va 0
Lemma 2 The resulting relation VT of algorithm RTGis the target relation of the update which
delete t from RI. 0
Proof: Let th E V~, th E Vk such that th[Z;] = th[Zi] in algorithm NAIVE. IT to = 1l"Xv(th *
ti+1 * ... * tn)(tj E Rj,i < j S n), t1; is joinable with ti+l * ... * tn because t~[Z;J = t~[Z;]
leads 'i,IJ(Vb,II.;+l)] = 'kIJ(Vk,II.;+,»)· Thus for every'" E Vo;(t"IY,] = 'HY,]), there exists
a tuple ts E VE such that tE[Xv] = to[Xv]. If tc satisfies C, ts also satisfies C because of
t&[attr(C)] = tE[attr(C)]. tc[XvJ is a tuple of Vp because te[Xv] is a tuple of VE. IT to does
not satisfy G, t&[Xv] is not a tuple of the view relation. In both of the cases, th does not derive
any tuple of the target relation, that is Vr of RIC is a superset of the target relation. On the
other hand, O"C1l"Xv Va is O"crrxvO"xv!l1rZn v; (VC-1 *Rn) = O"C1l"Xv(VC-1 *Rn) -O"C1l"Xv VE1 which
is a set of tuples in a subset of Vc but not in O"C1l"XvVE= VB. Therefore O"c1l"XV VB is a superset
of the target relation and does not include any tuple of VE, that is, the target relation. Q.E.D.
Example 4 IT we use algorithm RIC to get the target relation for the running example, the
intermediate results of the algorithm are as shown in Fig. 7. 0
The reduction of RIC is one of the advantages of the reducing algorithms. The counting
algorithms [3] [4] have to produce Vc in order to get the multiplicity of the tuples. RIC finds
some of the tuples of V~ which will derive only tuples in Vp but not tuples in Vr, and stops the
derivation from such tuples. It often occurs that V~ becomes the empty set, that is Vr is empty,
which allows to quit the materialized view update without accessing Rk (i < k S n).
The algorithms RIE and RIC shows the basic ideas of how to reduce the intermediate results
of NAIVE. These ideas can be used for each i-th join in Step 2 individually, and they can be also
-8-
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Figure 7: Delete tuple (a2,b 2) from R I with algorithm RIC
combined in i.th join. Algorithm REDUCE is such algorithm that adopts both of the reducing
algorithms. vA: can be further reduced in REDUCE because tuples of Vk for reduced tuples of
V~ need not be kept no longer.
Algorithm 4 RED UCE
Let a view V(Xv) be defined by f(R), t he a tuple of Rl, Yi be U~==lX; n Xv, and Zj be
1'; U UZ=J(R., R.+,) U attT(C).
1. Vd = {t}, V,! =uY,='ly,](R, - {t})
2 F . 2 tV;' V i - 1 D. Tri (ui-l Vo) V; V;'. or~= on, E = E * ... t-;j, VC=UZi ¢ 7f z,v1:' Va *.u-j, E=aY;E7fYiV~ E
3. VT = aC1rxv Va 0
Theorem 2 The resulting relation VT of algorithm REDUCEis the target relation of the update
which deletes t from R I - 0
Proof: The reduced tuples of vi: by Yi E '/ly, V~ in i-th step will not effect the reduction of VJ
(i < k :::; n) because no tuple derived by the reduced tuples agree with the tuples of VJ on Yi
which is a subset of Zk. Therefore Vo in REDUCE is the same relation as Vo in RIG. Since
Lemma 2 shows that rJ'C'7rXv Va in RICis the target relation, rJ'C'7rXv Va in REDUCE is also the
target relation. Q.E.D.
Example 5 Fig. 8 is the intermediate results to get the target relation by algorithm REDUCE.
D
4 Properties of the Reducing Algorithms
When RIE and RIC are adopted together like REDUCE, we can use desirable properties which
are shown as Theorems 3 and 4.
Theorem 3 If Xv is a super set of the key of R>, vi; = I1l in REDUCE. D
Proof: Suppose vj; is not empty, that is, some tuple tk is in vj;. There must be a tuple th in
V~ such that th[YiJ = th[Yi] because of the selection condition of RIE. To derive these tuples,
there must be tuples t~l in v~-l, t~l in VJ-I, and tE and to in 14 such that t~l[Yi_d =
-9-
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Figure 8: Delete tuple (u2,b2) from HI with algorithm REDUCE
tk[Y;-l], t~'[Y;_l] = th[Y;-ll. t\i'[J(R'_l,R,J) = tE[J(R'-l,R;)I. and t~'[J(R,_l,R;)] =
tc[J(Ri_I. R;)]. ttl [J(Ri_t, R;)] ¥ tE[J(Ri_l, R;)J because RIG deletes such tuples from V~-l
that their Zi_l values do not appear in V;;-l. Thus tE and to are different tuples. Since Xi nXv
includes the key of R;, tE{Xj n Xv] f:. tc[X; n X v]. which conflicts with tk[Yi] = th[Y,l Therefor
tk cannot exist in Vi;. that is, Vi: = Ill. Q.E.D.
By Theorem 3, Vb * R;+1 * ... * Rn becomes the target relation if X V includes the key of
Rio The cost to produce the tuples of VT is proper one, whlle the costs to keep tuples of vi: and
tuples of Vb which derive tuples of VF are overhead. H Vii; is empty, there is no overhead after
i-th step. This theorem will help to decide an optimal join order. It is not a special case that a
view include the key attributes of some baEe relation.
If X v is a superset of the key of R l , t is the only one tuple that can derive tuples of V whose
Xl n Xv value is t[X1 n Xv]. We can get VT as uXlnxv=I[XlnxvlV, that is, ux1nxV:¢:t[XlnXV]V
is the view relation after the update. We need not access Ri (2 SiS n) in this case.
Theorem 3 is a property of the reducing algorithms when Xv is a superset of the key of a
base relation. If a set of attributes of base relations is a superset of the key of the view relation,
the reducing algorithms have a property shown in Theorem 4.
Theorem 4 If Yi ;; U~=lXj n Xv is a superset of the key of the view relation and C ;; Ill,
uY;nXvE(vb[YinXvJ-V~[YinXV)) V is the target relation VT in NAIVE, RIE, RIC, and REDUCE.
D
Proof: Since C ;; ~, every tuple of V~ and V~ derives some tuples of V. If two tuples of Vh
and Vk agree with each other on Yj n Xv, they derive the same tuple of V because Yi n Xv
is a superset of the key of V. For a tuple th of Vb, if there is a tuple tk of vi; such that
tb[Yi n Xv] :;;: tk[Yi n Xv], th- does not derive any tuple of VT because tk derives the same tuple
as th derives. lfthere is no tuple tk of vi; such that tb[YinXv];; tk[YinXV], the tuples derived
from th is tuples of VT because the tuples derived from tuples of vi do not agree with them on
Yi n Xv. That is, the tuples of Vo whose Yi n Xv values are in VJ[Y; n Xv J - Vi[Yi n Xv] are
tuples of VT. Every tuple of V - Vo has a different value of Yi nX v from the tuples of VT because
Yi n Xv is a superset of the key of V. Therefor the set of the tuples of V whose Yi n Xv values
are in V~[Yi n Xv] - Vk[Yi n Xv] is Vr. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4 allows to stop the reducing algorithms at i-th step. We need not access Rk
(i < k '$ n) for any instance of the database if the assumption of the theorem is satisfied.
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The reducing algorithms allow to adopt classical query optimization methods, selection and
projection as early as possible. We discuss how the query optimization methods are applied to
the reducing algorithms.
There are several query optimization methods to increase performance by applying selection
as early as possible. There is also a materialized view update algorithm based on this method
[131, which does not treat the projection problem. The reducing algorithms can adopt this
optimization with slight modification.
Let Ci be the set of the selection conditions {clc E C U~:~ Cj,attr(c) ~ U}",=-lXj }, which
become newly applicable in i-th step. The reducing algorithms are modified as follows.
Modifying the reducing algorithms for selection
1. the first step: VJ = O"CI {t}, Vl = O"Cl O"Y=I[YI!(Rl - {t})
2. the i-th step (2 :$ i :$ n): V~-l * R;, and V~-l * Ri are replaced with O"c;(Vl-1 * Rt} and
O"C;(VJ-l * !li), respectively.
3. VT: 1I"XvVC-lI'XvVE in NAIVE and RIE, I'TxvV8in RIC and REDUCE 0
Tuples (a2' b3,C2, ch) and (a2,b4,c2,d2) of Vi in Fig. 8 derive the same tuples of 1I"AcEVt.
Also there are cases that some tuples of V~ derive the same tuple of Vc. It is enough to keep only
one tuple of the tuples ofV~ and Vk deriving the same set of tuples of O"Cll'Xv Va and O"c1l"Xv VE,
respectively. The optimization by projection as early as possible can reduce such redundancy as
well as reduces the number of attributes.
Note that even if two tuples have the same values of attributes U~=lXjn Xv, they can have
different values of other than the attributes. 1£ the values of the join attributes of Rk *Rk+l (k :::; i)
are different from each other, we have to keep them. For example, the two tuples of VJ in Fig.
5 derive the different sets of tuples of 1I"ACEVJ, which have the same value (a2,c2) on AC =
U;=l Xi n ACE, {(a2' C2, el), (U2, C2, e4)} and {(a2, C2, e2), (a2, C2, eot)}, respectively. Furthermore
attributes used by selection conditions must be kept, too.
The attributes which have to be kept in i.th step are
• Yi = U}=IXj n Xy : attributes in Xy,
• Uk=J(Rk, Rk+1) : join attributes of k-th step (k > i), and
• attr(C) : attributes which appear in selection conditions.
Let Zi be Yi U U~=J(Rk, Rk+I) U attr(C). The reducing algorithms are modified as follows.
Modifying the reducing algorithms for projection
1. the first step: VJ = lI'Zj {t}, Vl = 1I"z\ O"Y=I[Yl}(R1 - {t))
2. the i-th step (2 :$ i :$ n): V,;;-l * Ilj and VC-1 * R; are replaced with 1I"Z;(V~-1 * R1 ) and
lI'Zi(V~-1 *Rd, respectively.
3. VT: O"cVc - O"cVi in NAIVE and RIE, O"cVc in RIC and REDUCE 0
When we use both of the optimization methods, selection and projection as early as possible,
Zi should be changed to less attributes because attributes which appear in attr(Cj)(1 :::; j :$ i)
but not in attr(Ck)(i < k :::; n) are no longer needed. Zi is Y; UUr=;J(Rkl Rk+l) U Ur=i+I attr(Ck)
in this case, and the algorithms are modified as follows.
Modifying the reducing algo1ithms for selection and projection
1. the first step: VJ = lI'ZI O"CI {t}, Vt = lI'ZI 0"01O'Y=t[Yd(R1 - {t})
2. the i-th s~ep (2 :::; i .$ n): V';;-I *Ri and V~-l *Ri are replaced with lI'ZiO"Ci(V~-1 *RI) and
lI"Z;O"c;(VC-1 *R;), respectively.





Algorithm REDUG.E+- is such reducing algorithm that is the result of applying both of the
optimization methods to REDUCE.
Algorithm 5 REDUCe+- (Reducing algorithm with query optimization methods)
Let a view V(Xv) be defined by feR), t be a tuple of RI , Yi be U}=lXj n Xv, and Z; be
Yi U Uk=J(Rk, Rk+]) U Uk=i+l attr(Ck).
1. VJ = 1l"Zl O"c1{t}, Vi = lI"ZI O"C10Y1=t[YIJ(R1 - it})
2 ~ . 2 V;' (y'-l D.) u i (U i 1 D.) yi• .I."Of ~ = to n, E = lI"ZiOCi B '" U; ,Ya 1r'Zi O'C;O'Z.' ViI "'C- '" H·i, E
1Y:~Zi E
o
Theorem 5 The resulting relations VT of the resulting algorithms ofmodifyillg RIE, RIC, and
REDUCE for selection, projection, or both of them are the target relation of the update which
deletes t from R I . 0
Proof: Even if the selection aGi is applied in i.th step, VE and Va are the same relation as C j
is applied in the last step, because the tuples of V;;-l * R; and V~-l * R;, which do not satisfy C.
do not derive any tuple of VB and Ve, respectively.
Projection '1rZ; in i·th step does not effect the later selection because Vi; and
attributes which appear in Ck or Yk (i < k ~ n).
Example 6 Fig. 9 shows the process to get the target relation of the running example by
algorithm REDUCE+". Although the view expression of the example does not contain selection
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Figure 9: Delete tuple (a2,b2) from RI with algorithm REDUCEt
Theorems 3 and 4 also valid in the reducing algorithms after the query optimization methods
are applied. Note that C = I'S in the assumption of Theorem 4 can be weakened to Ck = ~
(i < k ~ n) because the theorem requires only that there is no selection to be applied after i-th
step.
5 Insertion of a Tuple
In Sections 3 and 4 the algorithms for deletion of a tuple from a base relation are shown. In
this section, it is shown that the algorithms also work for insertion of a tuple to a base relation
without any change.
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Suppose a tuple t is inserted to RI (t ~ R I ). Although the tuples of relation Va = ue1rxv({t}*
R2 * ... * R",) are candidates to be inserted to V, the same tuples may already exist in V. Thus,
we define the candidate relation and the existing relation of a case of tuple insertion.
Definition 3 Let a tuple t be inserted to RI . The candidate relation and the existing relation
of the update for a view V = f(R) are Vo = f({{t),R,,···, Rn }) and VE = f( {Rt , R,,···, Rn}),
respectively. 0
Note that VB is the current view relation V. Since RI - {t} = RI, the definitions ofVe and
VB for tuple deletion in Definition 1 can be regarded as the definltion for tuple insertion.
As the same way as deletion of a tuple, we define the target relation and the failure relation
for insertion of a tuple.
Definition 4 Let a tuple t be inserted to R I . The target relation of the update is VT = Va - VE
and the failure relation of the update is Vp = Ve n VE. Fig. 10 shows the relationship among
these relations. 0
Rl u{ t\ v
~----------- , , ,
R, derive
~





Figure 10: Candldate, existing, target, and failure relations for insertion
Proposition 3 Let Voand VEbe such relations that VT ~
respectively. Then the target relation of insertion is Vo- VE.
VoC Va and VF ~ VB eVE,
o
Proof: Same as the proof of Proposition 1. Fig. 4 also illustrates the proof of this proposition.
Q.E.D.
The candidate, existing, target, and failure relations of tuple insertion have the same rela-
tionship as ones of tuple deletion as shown in Proposition 3. In the same way of tuple deletion,
algorithms NAIVE, RIE, RIC, and REDUCE work to get the target relation in the case of tuple
insertion.
Theorem 6 Algorithms NAIVE, RIE, RIC, and
update which insert a tuple t to RI .
REDUCE output the target relation of the
o
Proof: Proposition 3 shows that the candidate, existing, target, and failure relations for tuple
insertion have the same property as those of tuple deletion. The proof is the same as the proofs
of Theorem 1, Lemmas 1 and 2, and Theorem 2. Q.E.D.
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As shown in Theorem 6, the algorithms for tuple deletion can be used for tuple insertion. The
properties for tuple deletion shown in Section 4 are also valid for insertion of a tuple. REDUCE+
works for tuple insertion and Theorems 3 and 4 are also held in the case of tuple insertion. The
proofs of these are the same as the proofs for tuple deletion.
Tuple insertion, however, has a different property from tuple deletion, which is formally
described as Lemma 3.
Lemma 3 Let Vb be such relation that VT ~ Vb ~ Ve. V U Vb is the resulting relation VR of
the insertion of a tuple. 0
Proof: The resulting relation VR is V UVT. Since VT = Ve - VB by Definition 4 and VB = V for
tuple insertion, VR = V U (Vc - VE) = V U(Ve - V) = VU Vc· For Vesuch that VT ~ Ve~ Ve ,
VR = V U Vebecause VR =V UVT = V U Vc. Q.E.D.
By Lemma 3, we can get VR without VE as V U ve. This property is quite different from
tuple deletion. Lemma 3 allows to cut the computation of VB at some step in each algorithm.
That is, the algorithms can stop at i-th step and then Ve= C1Ctrxv VJ *R;+I * ... * Rn is added
to V. Since algorithms RIE, RIC, and REDUCE contain operations to reduce the intermediate
results, there are cases that it is more efficient to cut the reducing process after some i-th step.
6 Multiple Updates
It is sometimes more efficient to update the view for several updates of a base relation than
to update the view for each update of a base relation. This strategy is proposed as deferred
updates in [5] (15]. In this section algorithms to handle such multiple updates is proposed. Since
modification of values can be transformed to multiple updates, deletion of a tuple and insertion
of a tuple, the algorithms work for tuple modification.
If the all updates are either insertions or deletions, we can get the reducing algorithms by
replacing inserted or deleted tuple t with a set of tuples S. The algorithms consequently work
for insertion or deletion of multiple tuples with changes in the selection condition YI ;::; t[YI ] in
Step 1 to YI E 1fY1T in each algorithms.
Then we treat insertion of tuples and deletion of tuples together. Let SI and 8n (SI n8n = ~)
be sets of tuples which are inserted to and deleted from Rll respectively.
Definition 5 Vel = f({Sl,R2,···,Rn}) and VCD = f({8n,R2"",Rn}) are the candidate
relations of the insertion and the deletion, respectively. The existing relations of the insertion
and the deletion are VE, = f({R, - SD,R,.···.R,,)) and VEn = f({R, - SD.R,.···,R,,}),
respectively. The target and the failure relations of tlle insertion are VTI = VCr - VEl and
VPI = VC I n VEil and the target and the failure relations of the deletion are VTD = VCD - VED
and VPD = VCD n VED' respectively. 0
Lemma 4 Let 5] and SD be a set of tuples inserted to and deleted from RI , respectively.
(V - VsD ) UVTI is the resulting view relation VR of the updates which insert S1 to RI and delete
5n from R I · That is (V - VsD ) U VTI = O"ctrxv((RI - SD) U 8]) * R2 *... *Rn . 0
Proof: Suppose the database after deletion of Sn from RI . The base relations are R~ = RI -
Sn, R2,···, Rn and the view is V' = V - VsD • Then insert 5] to R~. The candidate relation of
this insertion is Vel = f( is], R2l ••• ,Rn }), which is equal to VCI' The view after the insertion is
V" = V' U Vel by Lemma 3. Thus V" = (V - VSD ) U VCI' V" is the view of the database whose
base relations are (RI - Sn) US], R2,'" ,Rn . (RI - 8D) U SI is the relation after the updates
described in the lemma because SD n 8] = ~. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 4 shows that we can update the view relation using VTI and VTDl which we can geL
by NAIVE, RIE, RIC, m REDUCE.
AJgorithm 6 MUI (Multiple Updates 1)
Let a view V(Xv) be defined by f(R) and SI and Sn be sets of tuples inserted to and deleted
from RI (SI n SD = 0), respectively.
1. Get VTI and VTD by algorithms NAIVE, RIE, RIC, or REDUCE.
2. Let VR be (V - VTD) UVT,. 0
Theorem 7 The resuJting relation VR of algorithm MUl is the view relation after the updates.
o
Proof: VTr and VTD in algorithm MUI are the target relations of insertion and deletion, respec-
tively. Lemma 4 shows VR = (V - VTD) U VTI in algorithm MUI is the view after the update of
RI. Q.E.D.
The advantage of the multiple updates is not only to reduce the times of materialized view
updates but also to reduce the intennediate results. While VR = (V - VTD) U VTI by Lemma 4,
(VU VTI) - VTD cannot be VR because there can be a tuple t in VR such that t E VTI and t E VTD.
Such t is derived from both S1 and Sn and is not in (V u VTI ) - VTD' This fact indicates thaL
we can consider the newly generated tuples by insertion of S/ as tuples of the existing relation of
the deletion. The intermediate results is reduced further by treating VTI as a part of the existing
relation of the deletion. In the selection condition to reduce V~ in i-th step (J'z < Vi' of RIC
I FT.Z i E
and REDUCE, vf becomes VfUVb where vf and VJ should be vf
D
and V~I' respectively, by
the definition for multiple updates.
MU2 is such the algorithm that applied this reduction to the multiple updates version of
REDUCE.
Algorithm 7 MU2 (Multiple Updates 2)
Let a view V(Xv) be defined by f(R), S/ and SD be sets of tuples inserted to and deleted
from R I (S/nSD = 0), respectively, Yi be U~=IXinXv,and Zi be YjUUk=,-J(Rj, Ri+dnattr(C).
1. VtI = SI, ViI = (J'YIET.y1SJRI, V6D = SD, Vi:D = O"Y1E'lfy1SDRl
2. For i=2 to n, Vi = VE
i
-
I *Ri' V~ = (J'z.< Vi' (V:Ci - I *Rj), VE~ = (J'Y'E~ Vi VEi' ,I I I ,,::T.Zi EI I I I "Y; CI /
'1 •l' .I· .,
VED =VE~ *Ri, VCD = O"Zi~:rZ.VEil UVCi (Vc~ *~), VED = (J'Y;ET.y._V~ VED
• D I l D
3. VTI = (J'CTrXv VB" VfD ::; O"cTrxv VBD 0
Theorem 8 For VTI and VTD of algorithm MU2, (VTD ) U VTI is the resulting relation of the
update, insertion of Sf to RI and deletion of SD from RI . 0
Proof: VTI is the target relation of the insertion because the process to produce VT, is the same
as REDUCE. Obviously Vf
D
~ VTD• Let TD be VTD - VTD . The tuples of Tn are caused by the
selection (J'z.~T. . Vi to reduce V~ in Step 2. In the same way as the proof of Lemma 2, it can
'F Z, C, D
be shown that the tuples of Tn are in VCr Thus (V - VTD ) U VT/ is equal to (V - VTD ) U VTI ,
which is the resulting relation YR. Q.E.D.
The reducing algorithms for multiple updates MUI and MU2 can be also combined with
the query optimization methods by the same way as the algorithms for single update shown in
Section 4. The properties of the single upda.te algorithms, Theorems 3 and 4, are still held by




We have shown the incremental recomputation algorithms to update materialized views. The
algorithms that handle the cases that view expressions include projection, where it is required
to check if the candidate tuples are actually inserted to or deleted from the view relations, are
there. One of the advantages of the reducing algorithms is to quit producing the tuples other
tban the tuples in the target relation. It is often found in early stage of the update process that
candidate tuples at i-th step do not derive any tuples of the target relation which allows to quit
producing view tuples from the candidate tuples, while the counting algorithms always produce
all view tuples derived from the candidate tuples.
The algorithms are effective for views in distributed databases as well because the commu-
nication cost depends on the size of the intermediate relations. They are also applicable to
multidatabases because each step of them can be closed in an autonomous component.
The ideas to reduce intermediate results were given as RIE and RIG. We Heed not apply these
reducing methods in every step like REDUCE. IT the efficiency of the reduction in i-th step is
not expected to be well, it may be better to skip the reduction by RIE or RIC, because there is
trade off between the size of data to join and the cost of selection operations for the reduction.
The order of the joins is also related to the performance. The properties of the reducing
algorithms shown in Section 4 will be a great help to decide the order of the joins.
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